












Final Adopted Rule 
 
The New Mexico State Game Commission (Department of Game and Fish) approved, at its 
5/22/2018 hearing, to repeal its rule 19.30.12 NMAC, Pronghorn License Allocation System, filed 
11/16/2004, effective 4/1/2019. 





























































Duvuvuei, Orrin, DGF 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 
Attachments: 

Stewart, 

Walrath, Ryan, DGF 
Monday, October 23, 2017 8:03 AM 
Liley, Stewart, DGF 
Osborn, Robert, DGF; Goldstein, Elise J., DGF; Martensen, Rex, DGF; Quintana, Nicole, 
DGF; Duvuvuei, Orrin, DGF 
FW: A Plus Proposal Comments - Jim Welles 
A Plus Proposed Change Comments.pdf 

Received Pronghorn Proposal comments from Jim Welles yesterday (Sunday, 10/22/17). Comments are attached. 

Mr. Welles cc'd me and Kerrie Romero but the original e-mail was sent to Commissioners Ricklefs, Ramos and Ryan. 

Regards, 

Ryan Walrath 

Ryan D. Walrath 
A-PLUS Program Manager 
Wildlife Management Division 
P.O. Box 25112 I Santa Fe, NM 87504 
One Wildlife Way I Santa Fe, NM 87507 
505-476.8042 Tel. I 505.476.8127 Fax 
Ryan.Wtilratl1@state.nrn ,us E-mail 

CONSERVING NEW MEXICO'S WILDLIFE FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail, including all attachments is for the sole use of the intended recipient[s] and may contain confidential and/or privileged 
information. Any unauthorized review, use, copying, disclosure or distribution is prohibited, unless specifically provided under the New Mexico Inspection of 
Public Records Act. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender at once and destroy all copies of this message. 

From: Jim Welles 
Sent: Sunday, October 22, 2017 9:45 AM 
To: l!!!l!!!!!!!l!!!!!!!!!l!!ll!l!!!!!!!l!!!!!lll ........................ . 
Cc: Walrath, Ryan, DGF; 'Kerrie C. Romero' 
Subject: A Plus Proposal Comments 

Dear Commissioners Ricklefs, Ramos, and Ryan, 

Please allow the following to entered into the public records as comments with regard to the A Plus System proposed 
changes. 

Thank you, 

Jim Welles 



A Plus Proposed Change Comments 

Name: James (Jim) Welles 

Representing Myself-

1) Recommend keeping A PLUS "as is" with the following modifications 

a) Place new hunt codes in GMU's as presently published in RIB to allow for 10-20 rifle hunts 

per specified GMU's behind A Plus published dates. This process will allow for ranches not 

signed up to be hunted if legal access allows and or written permission is obtained by the 

landowner. This would include access to existing A Plus Ranch public lands, if available. 

b) Publish/provide list of small ranches (acreage limitation) signed up but not receiving 

authorizations to hunters drawing these tags to contact for written permission to access 

deeded lands. 

c) Consider creating A Plus SCR with minimum acreage of 320 acres (1/2 section) to allow for 

ranches not qualifying to receive UW authorizations similar to E PLUS. 

In my opinion, these suggestions/modifications would allow for the following: 

1) Greater pronghorn hunter opportunity 

2) Greater possibility of meeting harvest goals 

3) Adding additional acreage to hunt lands not currently enrolled in A Plus 

As everyone knows the current rule and ACREAGE formula does not work in pronghorn units as 

effectively as it does E Plus. 

-The above suggestions allow the existing system to stand for landowners that are ok with how it works. 

-The above suggestion would not place huge additional burden on landowners to sign lands not signed 

today, which is a tremendous burden. 

- The above suggestions will allow for additional pronghorn hunter opportunity 

Bottom line is that the above is already being done with Archery Hunters, Ml Hunters, and Youth 

Hunters. I see this as a simple win-win for the all concerned. 

Thank you for allowing me to comment, 

Jim Welles 

PS-SHOULD YOU CHOOSE TO GO WITH YOUR CURRENT PROPOSAL-PLEASE PUT Ml HUNTERS FIRST!!! 

THEY DESERVE THE BEST. 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Keyjn Menjcuccj 
Oyjntana. Njcole. DGE 
Alternative Pronghorn Hunt Management Proposed Changes 
Thursday, October 05, 2017 1:56:32 PM 

This is a really bad idea, you can't compare antelope and deer in New Mexico. The deer population 

is way down and way too many licenses are given. You can do that with deer because success rates 

are very low, even on private land. If you open up the private land for antelope to unlimited licenses 

you will wipe out the antelope population in a couple years. You have close to 100 percent success 

rates for Private land antelope with any legal weapon and I can promise you that landowners will 

only care about the dollar that they can charge to outfitters to bring people on. Many landowners 

are relying on private land hunts as their main income. 

If a rancher has antelope and they don't want to hunt then trap and relocate the antelope. You have 

done that in the past and can do that in the future. 

As for increasing hunting opportunities then I say you can increase archery tags for public lands and 

be allowed access to private lands just like rifle hunters are. 

Archery success rates are much lower and you can give way more tags for archery than you can for 

rifle. 

Thank you 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Gus Harbaugh 
Oyintana. Nicole. OGE 
Alternative Pronghorn Hunt Management Proposed Changes 
Friday, October 06, 2017 6:54:35 AM 

Good morning Ms. Quintana, 

The Alternative Pronghorn Hunt Management proposed changes is a horrible idea, as you will 

completely wipe out the antelope population. You have close to 100 percent success rates for 

Private land antelope with any legal weapon. This is a very important source of income to the land 

owners and more importantly gives our youth hunters a really good opportunity to harvest an 

animal. If a rancher has antelope and they don't want to hunt then trap and relocate the antelope. 

As for increasing hunting opportunities then I say you can increase archery tags for public lands and 

be allowed access to private lands just like rifle hunters are. Archery success rates are much lower 

and you can give way more tags for archery than you can for rifle. 

Please do not screw up antelope hunting like the State has done to Ibex. I would be happy to discuss 

this further anytime. 

Kind Regards, 

www.Franklinsearthmoving.com 



Duvuvuei, Orrin, DGF 

From: England, Michael 
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2018 1:18 PM 

Quintana, Nicole, DGF To: 
Subject: Alternative Pronghorn Hunt Management Comments 

To Whom it may concern, 

I am liking the idea of changing the way tags are allocated for antelope. I have my concerns with allowing private 
landowners to have unlimited OTC tags for their properties. Some landowners will be responsible and some will not be. 
Just like hunters in the field. Some are law abiding responsible hunters and some are not. I would like to see landowners 
be held to a standard when allowing access to public and private land hunters. I will list a few ideas that I have that can 
help track private land hunting of pronghorns in this state. I have talked with landowners and outfitters on this subject. 
Most landowners I have spoken with are going to in deed increase the number of antelope harvested on their 
properties. They want the revenue generated for the ranch without the welfare of the wildlife in mind. I have a problem 
with that. I understand not all landowners will abuse the unlimited tags but I feel enough will that it will have an impact 
on quantity and quality of trophy antelope. This will turn antelope hunting in New Mexico an "opportunity hunt" and 
not a "trophy quality experience". These ranches I have spoken with are also going to ask for the same amount of money 
per tag they are receiving now. They are also comfortable in asking those prices because they know the demand for an 
antelope tag is high. This program will not decrease the cost to hunt private land as a few game and fish officials have 
stated. They believe the increase in private land tags will drive the price per tag down. I don't agree with that comment 
based off what the ranchers are telling me. It will simply generate more revenue for the private land owner and the 
state which I am all for. Only person it hurts is the hunters who do not have the resources to go hunt these private 
ranches . So the only opportunity they get is to draw a public tag. I also want this hunter to have a good quality 
experience as well. Unlimited landowner tags may affect this quality. 

New Mexico is known for top trophy quality and limited opportunity is a big reason for that in my mind. I have to 
disagree that an Antelope reaches full trophy size in 2 even 3 years. I'm not a biologist and have no science to argue my 
point. I live and work daily in the field where antelope inhabit. I watch antelope bucks grow from yearling to 5-6 years 
old. There is considerable difference in a 3 year old MB and 5 year old MB. Being a guide in NM I have harvested a few 
antelope as well as one in Wyoming. Once antelope I would consider trophy class scoring over 82" per Boone and 
Crockett measuring methods was tooth aged by Texas A&M university at 5.5 years old. The other two antelope I have 
were both aged by same department at 3.5 years old and both scored around the 72" mark. Not trophy quality in my 
book. Mature bucks at breeding age, Yes, Trophy bucks not necessarily but still respectable. I would like to see the Game 
and Fish conduct a study on age class and trophy quality. Ask hunters to bring in harvested bucks to a check station and 
tooth age bucks and record B&C score to see what age a buck should reach for full trophy potential. Provide incentive to 
those that choose to participate. Put in for special drawing for a region wide antelope tag or something along those 
lines. Collect other biological data to make it worthwhile to study these antelope. 

A few things I would like to see Game and Fish consider from landowners and hunters with this new proposal. 

1. Ranches that want to allow hunting to either public draw hunters and/or private (OTC) tags/access must sign up 
the ranch and be issued a Ranch ID number. Information needed would be Ranch name, Ranch contact, total 
ranch acres both public and private deeded acres maps similar to what is currently provided to public draw 
hunters that are assigned a ranch. 

a. To purchase a private OTC antelope tag the hunter must use the Ranch ID in which he/she wishes to 
purchase a tag for. No Ranch ID, no purchase of an antelope license 
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